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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THB CITY OF PETERSBURG

JACKIE GREEN, LPN,
Plaintift;

Cue No. CLIS-445.

v.

NICOLE BELL-VAN PATIEN, and
JOSEPH C. MELVIN, Ed.D,
Defendants.
ORDER

This day came the defendant, by coume1, and has demmred to the Plaintift"s Complaint
on multiple grounds. The Court received and reviewed the defendant's briefs supportiaa the
demurrer, the plaintift"s response and brief opposing, argument of counsel presented at the
noticed hearing. all applicable case law and statutes cited by the Parties supporting their
respective positions.
STANDARD 011' REVIEW
'Ibis Court must consider the defendant's demurrer on settled principles that the pleading
admits the truth of all material facts pleaded, facts implicitly alleged and those facts reucmably

inferred from the facts actually alleged hi the plaintill"a complaint Cox Cabl• Hampton Roadl,

Inc. v. City ofNorfolk, 242 VL 394, 397 (1991). However, the defendant's danmrerdoea not
admit the plaintiff's conclusiom of law. Ward's Equlpm•nJ, Inc., v. New Holland North

.America, Inc. 254 VL 379, 382 (1997). Thus, a demurrer "tests the legal sufficiency offacta
alleged in pleadings, not the streqth ofproof:" Glazebrook v. Board ofSUpervisor.r, 266 VL
SSO, SS4 (2003).
FACI'S AS ALLEGED IN COMPLAINT
The Comt makes no finding of fact beyond application of the facts alleged in the
Complaint to decide the demurrer which is the standard of review imposed on this Court. Tbe
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plaintiff was employed u a substitute nurse at Robert E. Lee Elementary School in Petersburg,
Virginia. Two students reported to the nurse's office complaining that they were Ill and

requested ~edical evaluation. The plaintiff examined the two students and determined that their
condition required that they be excused from school attendance for that day and released from
the school. The plaintiff directed the one student to report to the school administrative office for

this purpose, and she diiectecl the second studcat to return to her clusroom pending contact with
the student's custodian.
The two students were cousins. Though not clearly established in detail in the

Complaint, the school administrmion released both students to the mother of one student who
was also the aunt of the second student. The mother of the second student discovered this

mistake, and she contacted WRIC which is a local television news station. The reporter for
WRIC contacted the Petersburg Public Schools for a comment for the investigatory news report.
Defendant Nicole Bell-Van Patten, public information officer for Petmbmg Public
Schools, with the approval of defendant Joseph C. Melvin, school superintmdent, issued a
written statement to WRIC. Defendants' sta1m1ents read, "[s]afety is a top priority for
Petersburg City Public Schools. Today, one of our substitute nurses did not follow protocol.
The incident is being addreued vigorously to ensure that such an error does not occur again."

Defendant Bell-Van Patten followed the written statement with an e-mail to WRIC that read, "[a]
known relative of a student arrived at Robert E. Lee Elementary School, today to pick-up her
child and her niece (the two children are cousins). Both students were sick at the nurse's office.

The adult did provide identification when picking up the pair. The nurse, who is a substitute,
rcleued the children without chr.ckina the adult's ID against the ID card of the two students."
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ANALYSIS
The defendant demurs on the argument that the plaintiff fails to &bite a claim beca~ the
alleged defamatory statements are not defamatory u a matter of law. The issue before this Court

is whether the alleged defamatory language is defamation per ae. The court in Fleming v.

Moore, 221VL884 (1981), established the four principles for identifying language that
constitutes defamation per ae. The Flemming actionable principles of defamatory language are:
(1) Those which impute to a person the commission of some
crimiDal offense involving moral turpitude, for which the party,
ifthe charge is true, may be indicted and pmished. (2) Those
which impute that a person is infected with some contagious

I

disease, where ifthe charge is true, it would exclude the party
from society. (3) Those which impute to a person unfitness to
perfmm the duties of an office or employment of profit, or
want of integrity in the discbarge of the duties of such an office
or employment (4) Those which prejudice sucli penon in bis
or her profession or trade.
The plaintjff argues that principle number one applies in the pmcnt cue~ A crime of

..moral turpitude" includes crimes involving the defendant lying, cheating. and stealing Tmhr

v. Commonwealth, 202 VL 1019 (1961 ). The Comt has reviewed the alleged defamatory
Ianauase and the Virginia Code to identify any applicable: crime ofmoral tmpitude and to

determine whether the allegation would satisfy all necessary clements of a crime of moral
turpitude. The Court could identify no crime of moral turpitude: that the alleged defamatory
language could trigger m indictment and purriahment
. The plaintiff argues that the alleged defamatory language can apply to any crime and

proposes that the language: in question implicates the crimes of contributing to the delinquency of
a minor, Va. Code§ 18.2-371 and child cmdangmment, Va. Code§ 40.1-103 (A). Assuming that

defiunation is not limited to crimes of moral turpitude, the alleged language in the present cue
falls far short of satisfying the statutory elements of either statute cited by the plaintiff.
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Furthmnore, the defendants' statement limits their aaaessmmt ofplaintiff'a "failure to follow

I

protocol" by using the word "error'' to define plaintitl's conduct. Use of the word ''error" is a
mild rebuke of an employee that is far removed from an implication of criminal culpability.

Thus, the relevant principles applicable to the present case are three and four. 1 The Court
must examine the alleged defamatory statement in a manner that resolves every fair inference
drawn from the pleadings in favor ofthe plaintiff. Carwile v. Richmond Nnspaper1, Inc., 196
VL 1 (1954). The defendant's first written statement to the press was two sentences that when

I•

read together create a fiir imerence that the ltlbstitute PDll'Se '1 failure to folluw safety protocol

for studenl release was an error. (emphasis added). The strength ofproof must be left by the
Court to the finder of fact to determine after a full presentation of all evidence by the parties at

trial. Nevertheless, this Court must examine this alleged defamatory language and plaintift"s

After a complete review of plaintiff's complaint, the defmdant' a language only
establishes that the substitute nurse a=d once in failing to follow protocol. Therefore, the Court
must consider whether an allegation of a single mistake gives rise to a claim of defamation per
11, and,

further, whether the rule regarding a single mistake applies to both principles three and

four to establish defamation per 11.
Restatement (Scco~) of Torts § S73 (1977) cited in Flemming provide& in relevant
portion that an allegation of a single mistake in the conduct of a profession is actionable only if it
fairly implies an habitual course of conduct or the wmt of qualities or skill that the public is
reasonably entitled to expect of persons enpged in such profession. The allepd defianatory
comment in the present case clearly fails to imply habitual conduct. In fact, the converse is

I

I

stated when the defendant uses the singular, "this incident," in describing plaintiff's error.
1

P~mabl no lflUDICIDt for the application of principle two.
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Therefore, the allep defamatory statemmrt refers to a single incident or mistake rather than
habitual conduct necessary for this language to be actionable.
· The remaining issue is whether the allep defamatory language implies the want of

qualities or skill that the public is reasonably entitled to expect ofpersons employed as a school
nurse. The plaintiff complains that the statement fairly implies that pblintiff utterly 1acb the

qualities necessary to take care of the welfare and safety of the public's schoolchildnm. No fair

I

reading of the statement could result in this mmg implication. The statement alleps only a

single error or mistake resulting from failure to follow protocol. The IJ1Btement includes no

words that expressly or implicitly reference qualities or skills. A court can examine surrounding

circumstances when the statement wu made to clilcovcr whether it would reasonably cause the
statement to convey a defamatory meaning to recipients. P1ndl1ton "· NewlON, 772 S.E.2d 7S9

(20 IS). The defendants released an e-mail immediately after the first statement that further
explains the plaintiff's failure to follow protocol by detailing that the plaintiff allegedly failed to

check the adult's ID card against the ID cards of the students released. This second deacription
also states that the adult was a known relative of the student who was the adult's niece. No fair

I

or reasonable implication can be read from the first statement or these combined statements that
the plaintiff wants for qualities or skills that the public is reasonably entitled to expect of persons

employed as a school nurse.2
CONCLUSION

For the reasons detailed herein, the Comt sustains the defendants' demmv in finding
that the plaintiff &ils to allege sufficient facts to establish as a matter of law that the dc:&matmy

statement is actionable P'' 11. The Court will grant the plaintiff's request for leave to amend her
Plaintiff 1lso 1rpes that the allepcf canduct could subject her to d1sclpllne by the Board af Nursing; however,
plalntlff falls to cite to any rel\dat1on or decision of that Baird thlt covers the allepd 1dmlnlstr1tlve mistake by
this nurse while wortdn1 at the public school.
i
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complaint until Jamwy 29, 2016, should she be so advised, to plead an alternative claim for
defamation per quod.
The Court clirccts that the Clerk of this Court forward a copy of this Order to counsel for

I

I

the parties. Endorsement of the parties is dispensed with pursuant to Rule 1:13 of the Supreme
Court of Virginia. and the Court notes that all objections to this Order are preserved in the
parties' written and oral arsument on the dcmurm'.
It is so ORDERED.
Entered: January 12. 2015.
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